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7 MUST-KNOW BEGINNER INVESTMENT 
TIPS TO GIVE YOU A LEG UP THE 

PROPERTY LADDER 

 
Looking at buying your first investment 

property? Or, maybe your next one? 

I’m sorry to say, but there’s no generic, one-size-

fits-all approach to property investment.  

Residential real estate, as with any other 

investment vehicle, requires an individualistic 

approach. 

In other words, you must identify and address your 

own specific needs, goals and circumstances in 

order to achieve the success you aspire to. 

Having said that there are certain ‘rules of thumb’ 

which when applied, can make your journey that 

much more fruitful and the road to reach your 

investment objectives a lot less rocky. 

Here are 7 ways you can grow a substantial 

property portfolio to give you choices in life, whilst 

minimising your risks… 

1. PLOT YOUR COURSE AND STICK WITH IT 

This is the first essential step when you set out on 

your property investment journey. 

Find a proven property investment strategy that 

aligns with your risk profile, goals and time frame. 

Steer clear of the get rich quick schemes – in my 

experience winning strategies lend themselves 

more to the tortoise pace of slow and steady. 

It might not be as sexy, but I believe those starting 

out should consider: 

Buy and hold – this involves leveraging the 

complementary mechanics of equity and time. 

This includes an acquisition phase, where you add 

high growth, quality assets to your portfolio and 

then hold them for the long term allowing your 

capital gains to give you extra equity for your next 

purchases. 

Once you’ve built a substantial asset base you can 

then transition into the cash flow stage of your 

investment journey. 

Buy, renovate & hold – as above, but here you 

have the opportunity to “manufacture” capital 

growth and speed up the growth of your portfolio. 

This is achieved by acquiring ‘fixer-uppers’ in 
desirable locations (i.e. worst house or apartment, 
in the best street, in the best suburb) and 
undertaking cosmetic improvements to increase 
your property investment’s capital and rental 
value. 

2. ESTABLISH A PROPERTY INVESTMENT ‘PEER’ 

NETWORK 

 
I always recommend that investors surround 
themselves with experienced professionals who can 
add significant value to their journey. 

And while you undeniably need a property savvy 
accountant, solicitor, finance broker, property 
strategist and a mentor (someone who has been 
there and done that), it’s just as vital that you 
connect with like-minded individuals who are also 
dipping their toes in the proverbial property 
waters. 

Networking is a no-brainer these days, with 
numerous social media forums and blogs you can 
subscribe to that have threads on virtually every 
imaginable real estate topic. 

In many instances, experienced property investors 

are more than happy to connect with newbies 

online and share their mistakes and successes. 

http://michaelyardney.com.au/
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Many have LinkedIn and Google Plus accounts to 

make reaching out even easier. 

Seminars, shows and presentations can be another 

great way to meet like-minded people who can 

keep you accountable and on track. 

3. CRUNCH THE NUMBERS…TWICE! 

I know it seems obvious, but it’s imperative that 

you have a good financial footing when you first 

venture into property investment. 

After you run your numbers based on today’s 

interest rates, account for future upward 

adjustments of at least 2 percentage points and 

run them again. 

We are currently in a very fortuitous, low 

interest rate environment that has encouraged 

many a beginning investor into the game. 

But I wonder how many have calculated whether 

they can afford to hold onto their assets when 

interest rates invariably move back up into the 6’s 

and 7’s? 

It may not happen for a while but it most likely will 

again someday. 

4. KNOW YOUR TARGET MARKET AND GIVE THEM 

WHAT THEY WANT 

 
Property investment is a business proposition.  

As such, you need to be well aware of your target 

demographic when it comes to ‘selling’ your 

product. 

While tenants pay your rent and assist with that 

all-important cash flow to sustain your portfolio, 

owner-occupiers are the market force who 

ultimately determines the value of your investment 

property. 

When purchasing an investment property, you need 

to be fully versed in who the tenants and 

homebuyers in that location happen to be. 

Then it’s about selecting the appropriate property 

that appeals to both groups, in order to maximise 

your long-term capital gains (because owner 

occupiers like that type of property and rental 

returns (to manage those mortgage repayments.) 

For instance buying a one-bedroom apartment in 

the outer suburbs, where the predominant 

residents are young, growing families isn’t really a 

smart investment decision. 

5. BE WELL INFORMED ABOUT NEGOTIATION AND 

THE PURCHASING PROCESS 

Knowing how to negotiate not just the final sale 

price, but also various contract terms, is an 

important aspect of property investment. 

You’ll find that in property everything is negotiable 

– not just the purchase price, but also the deposit, 

the settlement terms, what’s left in the property 

etc. 

Of course, while everything is potentially 

negotiable, don’t get too carried away and 

complicate the deal so much that you lose out on a 

good buy by making your offer unattractive to the 

purchaser. 

6. CAPITALISE ON PROPERTY INVESTOR ‘TAX 

PERKS’ 

While you should be investing for capital growth, 

cash flow is an essential component of any well-

rounded property investment portfolio. 

Failing to maintain a healthy bottom line, means 

putting your entire asset base at risk. 

Now that doesn’t mean you invest in cash flow 

positive properties. 

Instead one of the ways you can maximise your 

cash flow is by taking advantage of the various 

income tax incentives available to residential real 

estate investors. 

Speak with your accountant to make sure you 

maximise your legitimate tax deductions as well 

as depreciation allowances. 

7. DON’T MAKE IT PERSONAL 

This is harder than it seems, because while most of 

us have experienced property from an emotional 

place in the past – as our own home in which we 

create memories with loved ones – we have not 

made a bricks and mortar purchase purely from a 

common sense, financial perspective. 
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To invest strategically it’s essential that you 

remove your heart from the equation though. 

This isn’t about your personal taste, but about 

appealing to that target market we discussed 

earlier. 

You need to see housing as a commodity 
with the potential for profit and revenue. 

It’s not about whether you like the carpets and 

curtains. 

 

At the end of the day, property investment is a 

numbers game. 

Approach it with sound logic and a detached, 

objective eye, basing your decisions on an 

investment strategy aligned with who you are, 

where you are and where you want to be in the 

future, and you’re well on your way to successfully 

building a multi-million dollar investment portfolio. 

Source: Published in Michael Yardney Property Update site 

by Kate Forbes; 16th December 2017 
 ___________________________________________________  

8 STRATEGIES TO INCREASE YOUR 
SERVICEABILITY 

We’ve all heard that APRA’s restriction has 

caused the banks to tighten the screws and make 

it harder for many investors to get a new loan or 

refinance their existing loans. 

But the availability finance is the lifeblood of every 

property investor, giving them the means to 

leverage into real estate with other people’s 

money and manage all the ongoing costs, including 

monthly mortgage repayments, management fees 

and maintenance bills.   

With today’s low interest rates and subsequently 

cheap debt, many investors are currently finding 

themselves in a fairly favourable cash flow 

position, even if they started out heavily geared in 

high growth assets. 

But as the banks tighten their purse strings in 

response to macro-prudential controls, investors 

might need to think outside the square when it 

comes to gearing into further properties. 

You see, even if you’re in a comfortable debt 

position according to your own personal risk 

exposure the only judgement that matters when 

you apply for a mortgage is that of the banks 

assessment of your serviceability. 

So here are eight strategies to make sure an 

invisible serviceability ceiling doesn’t stop you 

from growing your property portfolio in the 

future… 

1. CUT BACK ON ANY CREDIT YOU DON’T NEED  

Even if you have a credit card with a limit of 

$10,000 that’s never been touched, the banks will 

count this as a liability when it comes to assessing 

your serviceability. 

You see… for every $10,000 worth of credit that’s 

available to you, the bank could knock $300 off the 

funds at your disposal to service a loan. 

Get rid of all credit cards except perhaps one, with 

a lower limit of say $2,000 to $5,000 for 

emergencies. 

Make the monthly payments for any existing card 

balances on time and work to reduce any credit 

card debt you currently have. 

2. CONSOLIDATE UNSECURED DEBTS 

If you have a number of outstanding balances 

across different credit cards and/or personal loans, 
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you might want to think about consolidating this 

type of unsecured debt into your mortgage. 

This means those hefty monthly repayments 

associated with high interest credit facilities will 

no longer factor into the lender’s serviceability 

calculations; which is a good thing when you 

consider how heavily they can weigh against you. 

3. KEEP YOUR PAPERWORK IN ORDER 

Provide the lender with the most recent 

information regarding your income and make sure 

tax returns are lodged on time, particularly if you 

receive a low base salary padded with generous 

bonuses throughout the year. 

Depending on your wage structure, two pay slips 

may not provide an accurate serviceability picture, 

so it’s good to ensure the lender can request a 

more comprehensive payment summary from the 

ATO. 

4. SHOP AROUND AND GET HELP CHOOSING THE 

RIGHT LOAN PRODUCT  

Choosing a low rate mortgage without all the bells 

and whistles that mean extra bank fees can 

effectively lower your monthly repayments and 

therefore, enhance your serviceability profile. 

A good mortgage broker can help you to identify 

loan products most suited to your needs, with 

features that could potentially work to increase 

your financial capacity, as the banks’ see it. 

Importantly, mortgage brokers also know how 

different lenders operate when it comes to 

‘unwritten rules’ around the treatment of various 

income streams, such as rent. 

Logically, the more income the lender is prepared 

to assess, the better your serviceability. 

So it pays to find the right product. 

5. PROVIDE PROOF THAT YOUR LIABILITIES ARE 

SHARED 

If you plan on buying property in your own name, 

giving the lender paperwork that demonstrates 

how your partner shares the financial load could 

give you a better, personal serviceability outcome. 

6. DARE I SAY IT…CROSS-COLLATERALIZE! 

I know that I’ve warned investors against giving 

lenders all of your properties on a platter in cross 

securitised loan structures, but offering additional 

security to the bank can allow you to borrow at a 

higher LVR, thereby reducing the amount you’ll 

have to pay from your own pocket. 

This would have to be a last resort type method of 

increasing your serviceability however, given the 

bank would repossess all assets attached to the 

loan if things go pear shaped. 

7. EXTEND YOUR LOAN TERM 

Longer loan terms equal reduced monthly financial 

obligations and therefore, more serviceability 

muscle to flex. 

Most lenders allow for a maximum mortgage of 30 

years, however some will consider 40 years for the 

right candidate, with that extra ten years shaving 

hundreds off your repayments. 

Of course the downside is that it will take longer to 

reduce your property related debt, so this 

approach isn’t really advisable for investors looking 

to consolidate their debts in the lead up to 

retirement. 

8. SAVE AS MUCH AS YOU POSSIBLY CAN. 

This is the easiest strategy to implement and one 

that you have complete control over. 

Building up as much cash or equity as possible 

before borrowing to buy an investment property 

will obviously work to decrease your loan 

obligations and therefore, ramp up your 

serviceability. 

Ultimately, optimal debt management that allows 

you to grow your portfolio sustainably and 

successfully is all about careful and considered 

planning. 

Get it right and you’ll find the stress often 

associated with property finance is greatly 

reduced, while your potential to create long-term 

wealth through residential real estate will increase 

substantially. 

Source: Published in Michael Yardney’s Property Update by 

Shannon Davis; 2nd January 2018 
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